Award winning motion activated projections in Care

OM INTERACTIVE
Rhino Sensory UK partner with OM Interactive who are a pioneering interactive technology company who
were the first in the world to introduce motion activated projections to Day Centres and Special Needs
settings in 2005. They have led the way in developing sensory environments that encourage participation at
all levels, delivering meaningful person-centred activities for all ages and abilities.

INTERACTIVE PROJECTIONS IN CARE SETTINGS
At Rhino UK we’ve long understood the value
that powerful visual/aural sensory stimuli can
have in maintaining and improving:
• Neurological pathways
• Language and communication skills
• Coordination and physical ability
• Emotional health and wellbeing

It is widely acknowledged that all those in care, for
whatever reason, need regular opportunities to
actively:
• Take part rather than passively watch
• Socialise and enjoy meaningful activities together
• Stretch, compete, think and be challenged
• Unwind with a physical, calming activity

‘’The Mobii has been a fabulous purchase for our home, the level
of engagement and obvious pleasure of all our residents has been
incredible to witness. There are so many different ways of using it, we
even project it onto the floor and play fitness games’’
Debbie Strong, Home Manager,
Ysgurbowen House, Aberdare, Wales

Call or e-mail us to Book a free demo

Recent neurological findings continue to support the claims that regularly involving people in activities
which stimulate movement, communication and mental engagement will always be beneficial and
ultimately enhance their quality of life.
In those who have used our systems, care professionals have witnessed positive changes in:
• Emotional stability
• Overall mood/outlook
• Sense of self-worth/belonging

• Physical effort/energy levels
• Social involvement and interaction
• Ability to share and enjoy group activities

‘’We are delighted with the positive impact the Mobii system is having on our residents living with dementia,
their families and our team members. The interactive nature, the great variety of activities combined with the
ability to move the system to those who are less mobile makes it a truly person-centred resource.’’
Jackie Pool,
UK Director of Memory Care & Programming, Sunrise Senior Living

CARE SUITE
This Suite has been specifically designed to include all of the important elements necessary to stimulate,
engage, relax and provide opportunities for shared enjoyment.
The wide variety of Apps include:
• Interactive quizzes to encourage discussion and maintain memory and recall
• Scenes and sounds from nature including virtual water effects and therapeutic colouring
• Social games with rising difficulty & rewards promoting physical dexterity and joint effort
• Nostalgic themes and music to stimulate conversation and support reminiscence work
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SIMPLE OPERATION
OMi Remote Control

APP MENU

System Power
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• Simple visual menu screen
• Easy navigation
• Instant App selection
• Colour theming
• Notes and tips displayed
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App Navigation
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Interaction Freeze

SYSTEM VERSIONS
There are 2 versions of the omiVista interactive system, both fully self-contained and pre-loaded
with the Care Suite starter pack of 50 Apps and operated by a simple remote control.

Fixed ceiling system projecting
onto a floor or table.

Portable and electrically height adjustable system projecting onto a
table, bed or floor.
Fixed and mobile wall
projection system.
Interactive physical
games to:
• Improve fitness
• Encourage movement
• Improve coordination
• Support posture
• Engage socially
• Provide enjoyment

Activity Kit
Tools to aid:
• Mindful Colouring
• Throwing & Catching
• Reaching & Stretching
• Social passing activities
• Reflexes and Coordination

Editable Version
All our interactive systems have the option to be Editable so that users’ images, videos and music can be
uploaded to create person-centred Apps for even greater meaningful engagement. Additional Training is provided.
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